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Executive Summary
The previous Food and Drink iNet Project, Collaborate to Innovate – Routes to Market, evaluated the
capability of micro breweries in the East Midlands to produce beer suitable for export from a
technical point of view and was aimed to bring on smaller breweries that have the potential to
export.
The British Craft Brewers Export project will focus on developing a framework for breweries to
export to China, and may form a template for exporting beer to other destinations and also perhaps
be used for other products.
With over 100 micro breweries in the East Midlands, it is likely that, due to the gradual decline of
pubs, they will have to extend to overseas markets for sales. The extent to which these brewers are
export ready, in terms of the right product and shelf life for their beers, is debatable. Based on
research by the University of Nottingham, many will need ongoing support to develop the products
and capability to export. They will also need the knowledge of how to enter China, the world’s
largest growing market for beer.
In China the popularity of beer has increased rapidly alongside a desire for spirits. China already
accounts for 1 in 4 pints of beer sold worldwide, double that of the US, and could account for 40% of
total worldwide beer sales by 2016. There is no doubt that there are market opportunities for craft
or premium bottled beers in China, although the biggest opportunities may be in second tier cities
through pubs, clubs and supermarkets. Quality control, hygiene and distribution may be the key
issues that brewers will have to face. Distribution is currently handled on a city by city basis, with
stores receiving most imports from a series of local distributors and importers.
The Chinese tend to emphasise food safety and like to buy from trusted sources. Britain already has
a good reputation in this regard. Whilst the market in China offers tremendous potential, immediate
results are unlikely and companies should work closely with importers to promote British brands.
Product registration, labelling and product expiry dates are the top concerns in this area.
Chinese complex food and drink import and labelling regulations and paperwork can be daunting
and need careful research as the Chinese are continually modifying their food laws, labelling and
packaging requirements and import procedures.
Promoting the essence of ‘Made in Britain’ is important for Chinese market development, because
the strong branding and renowned quality of British food and beverage brands allows companies to
distinguish themselves from other foreign rivals.
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Step 1 - Research and Analysis
UK Regional Research
East Midlands Micro Breweries capacity and capability
There are 1,040 small breweries in the UK, many of these breweries have been setup in the last 10
years by people being made redundant and using their redundancy money. Many of these breweries
are only capable of producing 6 to 10 barrels at a time (see Appendix 1). Some of the larger micro
breweries include:

Brewery Name

Weekly Production (Barrels)

Derventio Brewery Ltd
Blue Monkey Brewing Ltd

30
30

Spire Brewery
Peak Ales

30
35

Derby Brewing Company Ltd
Leatherbritches Brewery
Newby Wyke Brewery
Milestone Brewing Co
Nobbys Brewery
Nottingham Brewery Ltd
Davis'es Brewing Co Ltd
Castle Rock Brewery
Steamin' Billy Brewing
Thornbridge Brewery

40
40
40
45
45
50
57.5
90
155
180

One of the largest exceptions to this is Thornbridge Brewery who has made a 3 million pound
investment in Bakewell, Derbyshire.
The last 10 years has seen the decline of pubs generally in the UK as supermarket sales of bottled
beer increase. The craft brewers typically service a range of local pubs and some supermarkets.
Many are looking for new sales outlets and export offers them the opportunity to have better
margins without having to pay duty on overseas exports.

Shelf life of bottled beers
Only a few of the 90 or so of the new wave of craft brewers in the East Midlands bottle their beers in
house, and when this occurs this is typically done by hand. The shelf life of bottled beer can be
achieved by:




Pasteurisation – used by the majority of big brewers, but does reduce flavour.
Centrifuging or filtering – to take out the yeast and it is effective if the brewery is kept clean
Bottle conditioning – Where yeast is put into the bottle to continue the fermentation
process. This can offer a live yeast health benefit.
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Thornbridge bottle in house using a centrifuge and semi-automatic bottling process. Most craft
brewers get there bottling done by bottlers that will filter or pasteurise the beer. These bottlers
include Hambletons (filtration) in North Yorkshire (for Peak ales) Staffordshire Brewery in
Chaddleston, Leek (Derventio) and Holdens, for small runs, in Dudley, West Midlands (Derventio).
Ideally, the East Midlands’ needs to setup its own bottling plant to service local craft brewers in
order to ensure fast turnaround and lower costs on a collaborative local bottling basis.
An important consideration for export to China is the readiness of the brewery to provide bottled
beer in 330ml and 500ml bottles with a suitable shelf life of at least 9 months. Brewers need to have
a good hygiene status within the brewery, consistent production, willingness to export and sufficient
capacity. Infection and consistency are key challenges to overcome in order to be ready for export
and therefore spotlessly clean kit is required.

UK Craft beer market
The result of this growing trend of small craft brewers is innovation. Individual brewers are taking
advantage of the possibility of making small quantities of beer with a wide range of recipes and
flavours achievable from hops sourced from the US, Europe and New Zealand; moving away from
the tradition balance of malt and hops to introduce citrus and fruit flavours from hops together with
an additional bitterness. A range of ABV values can also be achieved from 3% to 11%.
After decades of the introduction of ‘Real Ales’, consumers are now enjoying the opportunity to
taste these new flavours. Young adults are increasingly trying darker beers, moving away from lager.
Craft beers are also appealing to well-off 25-35 young professionals, who are used to drinking wine
in night clubs and are now turning to craft beer.

Potential Exporters
During the project 11 breweries have been visited in the different counties of the East Midlands and
more than 70 beers tasted. The brewers are a variety of sizes, have a range of capacities and
produce a diverse range of beers with varying alcoholic content. All have expressed an interest in
selling their bottled beers either through an East Midlands Craft Beer e-commerce website or
exporting to China.
Craft Breweries that would be interested in export:



www.thornbridgebrewery.co.uk
www.derventiobrewery.co.uk



www.castlerockbrewery.co.uk



http://brewstersbrewery.wordpress.com









www.peakales.co.uk
www.spirebrewery.co.uk
www.nutbrookbrewery.com
www.lincolngreenbrewing.co.uk
www.grainstorebrewery.com
www.nobbysbrewery.co.uk
www.potbelly-brewery.co.uk
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China Market Research
Overall Market Statistics
China is the largest beer market in the world, worth four hundred and fifty billion litres per year – 25
% of global beer consumption. It is twice the size of the second largest market, the US, but only
accounts for an estimated 3% of global beer profit, ranking 8th in profit terms worldwide behind
Russia. Per capita, annual consumption is 33 litres, half of that of Western Europe and North
America.
Leading beer producers are:





China Resources Snow (49% owned by SAB Miller)
Tsingtao (20% owned by Asahi)
Anheuser-Busch InBev (Budweiser, Stella Artois, and Becks)
Beijing Yanjing (Yanjing Beer)

These account for 60% of China beer volumes. Tsingtao accounts for about 30% of China’s beer
profit. The premium sector in China is growing twice as fast as the overall market. Tsingtao’s
Carlsberg is mainly focused in the West. San Miguel is one of the top three selling brands of beer in
Asia and the largest selling foreign beer in China.
China’s beer market grew by 30% in volume terms in the 5 years to 2011 and grew 63% in value
terms over the same period to a total market value of RMB 454 billion. Consumers are not only
drinking more beer, but are also beginning to drink more expensive beers.
“While the market is booming, brewers need to compete more cleverly than ever before in order to
engage with key purchasers that include youth and women as well as connoisseur drinkers of
premium beers. Wine and spirit sales have dropped recently from a position of strong growth. This
makes it the perfect time for premium beers to press the right kind of new interest buttons of image
conscious consumers.” Matthew Crabbe, Director of Chinese Research at Mintel.

Premium Beer Market Analysis

Premium products occupy 15% market share, and
the prices of the products are more than 10 yuan
in supermarkets, 60 or more than 100yuan in bars
or other premium palces.
Local beer brands focus on the general market with
kinds of pale draft beer. The price range of these
products are between 5 - 10 yuan.
Most of the low-end level products are light beers,
the prices are lower than 5 yuan.
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Chinese local brands, like Tsingtao, SNOW, and Yanjing, are focusing on the premium
market as well. In the following decade, the premium beer market will maintain a growth
rate of over 20%. On the other hand, the increase rate of the low-end market will be under
6%. The increased sales of the premium products of Tsingtao, SNOW and Yanjing this year,
the big three breweries, was more than 40%. However, not only was the growth rate of lowend beer slow, there was negative growth in north, east, south and south central China.
Motivated by stronger brand awareness and improving lifestyle brought on by the rise of
middle class, Chinese premium beer will occupy a quarter of the annual beer output of
China in the following five to ten years.
The total capacity of the global premium beer market may achieve 65 million kiloliters this year,
increasing by 74.7%. Optimistically, that of the Asian-Pacific region may increase by 125% to 13.5
million kiloliters, driven by the Chinese market demand. At present, Budweiser, Heineken, and
Carlsberg, the main foreign brands, occupy nearly 60% of the premium market share. Because of the
relatively low market competition and high profits, local brands are increasingly paying more
attention to the premium market.

Although wine is popular in China, the growth declined from 52% in 2010 to 12% in 2011. The beer
market is stabilising with an increase of 7% in 2010 and 13% in 2011. As people pay more attention
to quality of life, craft beers become of more interest. There are a few micro craft breweries usually
in restaurants and bars in some main cities of China, such as Beijing, Shanghai and Ningbo.

Target Market Demographics
China is a complex market, varying widely from region to region and can be seen as a collection of
regional markets. More and more Chinese customers are buying western food and drink products
for their regular consumption and the major cities are finding success catering for expats and the
rising Chinese wealthy middle class. There are also increasing numbers of European wine suppliers
successfully selling online in major urban centres. Chinese consumers trust that recognised European
sites will supply genuine European wine, which has otherwise sometimes found to be counterfeit.
There is a growing emphasis on food safety and the desire to buy from trusted sources. Recent food
safety scandals, including the melamine milk scare and reports of the manufacture of fake wine have
to some extent undermined trust in Chinese production processes. On the other hand, the UK
government pays more attention to the food safety and quality, as the Chinese consumer knows.
Therefore, higher trust can be gained based on the high quality image of British products.
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“Women have become a particular target group for many retailers in first tier cities (includes
Shanghai and Chengdu) as they tend to seek out and follow lifestyle and nutritional information
accessed through the internet. There are also a growing number of food enthusiasts who share
information tips and recipes through micro blogs on the internet. Online retailing and search engine
optimisation to reach this market segment is potentially a fruitful avenue for promoting European
products.” EU SME Centre, the F and B Market in China.
Normally Chinese people don’t drink beer cold and the younger Chinese generation tend to drink out
of the bottle and sediment from bottle conditioning would not be appreciated or understood. The
mainstream female drinker doesn’t want to be patronised by being catered for especially. There is
evidence however that they like fruit beer and darker mild beers.
At the moment the Chinese are not used to our very hoppy flavoured beers. Big chain hotels in China
may be the easiest route in as they are used by international business people and the Chinese that
are used to western culture and food and drink. There are many expats in Chinese cities as well as a
large number of Chinese students who have been to the UK and European Universities.
Opportunities for craft beers from small producers are available through local distribution to
specialist stores and bars in large cities. For the dedicated beer enthusiast, micro breweries offer
opportunities in the second tier cities but distribution and logistics remain undeveloped outside the
largest urban centres making distribution of imported products to interior cities difficult. Fifty per
cent of urban residents are now middle income consumers; the market is less saturated with foreign
competition and has burgeoning demand. One challenge is the distance from major ports. Port to
city by road transport time is about 2-5 days.

Which Chinese cities should British Breweries be exporting their beers to?
Chinese beers are drunk widely across all of China, but foreign imported beers are drunk mostly in
the first tier cities that include Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Chongqing and Chengdu by the
wealthy up and coming middle class.

Barriers to Entry
There are many challenges facing the small breweries in the East Midlands and the conventional way
of market entry, such as market research, match making and market visits alone are unlikely to be
effective. A consortium or alliance approach would be required. Hence the set up of British Craft
Beers ltd
“Other barriers to entry include bureaucratic challenges as well as the sheer size and geographical
diversity of the country. Local knowledge is essential as is an established supply chain using an
experienced logistics partner. In the food and drink sector there can be a lengthy process of testing
and approval which can take many months. Importing beer into China involves meeting the major
regulations including Chinese Label Registration and Sanitary Certificates, Certifications of Origin and
Health Certificates of Origin. Chinese language labels are required and you have to comply with
customs safety and duty regulations before distribution. Choosing a partner with a number of
regional distribution centres and the right spread of vehicles is a must.” Wilcock Rolands White
Paper, F and B Supply Chain for China.
In China personal relationships with importers, distributors, agents, officials and clients are
important to help overcome unexpected hurdles. China relies heavily on personal contacts and
9

influence (Guanxi).
required.

A considerable investment in creating a network of such relationships is

Unstable Economic Environment and Demands
China's rapid growth has also spawned a potential problem of inflation, which has forced the
government to raise interest rates to slow down the economy. With the increase of GDP of China in
recent years, consumer demand keeps changing. New products are more acceptable than they were
several years ago. However, Chinese people have already been introduced to many new products
and are becoming more discerning.
The fluctuating exchange rate in both CNY and GBP has caused substantial economic changes in
recent years. The current exchange rate between CNY and GBP is currently 9.46:1 (24/07/2013), and
that between CNY and USD is 6.14:1 (24/07/2013). The appreciation of the RMB is a negative factor
for Chinese overseas trading.
(Bank of China Exchange Rate: http://www.boc.cn/sourcedb/whpj/enindex.html)

British Beer Demand in China
Research shows that not much British beer is drunk in China as yet and that the market is dominated
by German and Belgian importers. However some British brewers are beginning to introduce
themselves and these include; Greene King, Fullers, Wells and Young, Brewdog (backed by HSBC)
and Celt.

Market value of premium beer products
Early research shows that bottled beers are being sold at anything between £2 and £6 per bottle.
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The Chinese trade portal website Alibaba, sell wholesale beer at between £2-5 per bottle as can be
seen in the table below:
Agent
name:
Shanghai
上海启德
贸易有限
公司
Shanghai
上海市松
区泗泾镇
前红食品
经营部
Shanghai
Shang he
Limited
上海上和
贸易有限
公司

Chengdu
Hua Sen
成都市华
森啤酒销
售有限责
任公司

NEWCASTLE
BROWN ALE

Price: (for
wholesale)
318-336
Yuan/box

Packaging
specifications:
330（ml）
/bottle

http://shqh61.cn.alibab
a.com/

Boddingtons Pub
Ale

516-520
Yuan/box

500ml/bottle
24 tins/box

http://detail.china.al
ibaba.com/offer/79
1532111.html

中国 上海市浦东新
区 新金桥路 1088
号 2803 室

Tribute

23 Yuan/bottle

500（ml）

Brains SA Smooth

17.5 Yuan/bottle

440（ml）

HOOKY GOLD

--

500（ml）

Lancaster
Bomber

--

500（ml）

Manchester
Premier

19.5 Yuan/bottle

500（ml）

The Rev. James

15.5 Yuan/bottle

440（ml）

London Pride

20 Yuan/bottle

330（ml）

VINTAGE ALE

53 Yuan/bottle

500（ml）

http://detail.china.al
ibaba.com/offer/11
54821962.html
http://detail.china.al
ibaba.com/offer/11
53893307.html
http://detail.china.al
ibaba.com/offer/12
01236141.html
http://detail.china.al
ibaba.com/offer/12
01228268.html
http://detail.china.al
ibaba.com/offer/10
46105951.html
http://detail.china.al
ibaba.com/offer/11
53892174.html
http://detail.china.al
ibaba.com/offer/39
1910549.html
http://detail.china.al
ibaba.com/offer/56
2596151.html

Contacts:

Product/brand:

上海市松江区 沪松
公路 2101 号
http://shqidemaoyi.cn.a
libaba.com/

http://shanghegroup.cn.
alibaba.com/

成都市窄巷子 13
号、科华北路
SOHO
http://imdandan.cn.alib
aba.com/

Website:
http://detail.china.al
ibaba.com/offer/86
7381656.html

Distribution Channels
“Import and distribution channels are complex and change frequently. Import procedures must be
handled by licensed importers who sometimes also act as distributors. Distributors and traders are
normally unlikely to hold beer import licenses.
Currently, Hong Kong traders offer the least risk as importers and distributors. They can arrange
payment in foreign currency and have a wide distribution network. Distribution is generally handled
on a store by store or city by city basis, with stores receiving most imports through a series of local
distributors.” EU SME Centre, F and B Market in China.
Overseas shipping fees from the UK can be very expensive for small quantities. Prices are keen in
China based on large quantities of German beer and only container loads of UK beer could
effectively meet market prices. Sending out small quantities of samples by both air freight (1 week)
and sea (6 weeks) can be prohibitively expensive.
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Beer Import Legislation in China
China has developed Customs Laws with a view to regulating the administration of imported beer in
the Chinese market, maintaining the operating order of beer in China, and protecting the legitimate
rights and interests of the producers, operators and customers. In practice there may be some
changes as to how regulations are operated.

Customs Formalities
When importing beer into China, there are eight steps that need to be followed. These are
summarised as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Registration of the Exporter with the Certification and Accreditation Administration of the
People’s Republic of China (CNCA)
Recording of labels with the local Entry-Exit Inspection and Quarantine Bureau
Receipts examination before beer arrival at port of entry
Customs declaration
Examination of product and its release
Customs clearance
Legal Commodity Inspection
Expense settlements for the importation process

For all the procedures mentioned above with the exception of registering with the Certification and
Accreditation Administration of the People’s Republic of China, Chinese companies which have the
right to import and export can deal with the other procedures. The exporter could alternatively
entrust a professional customs broker company to help with the remaining steps. Only qualified
customs declarers can carry out these procedures.

See Appendix 5 for a full account of Chinese regulations.
Beer Labelling Regulations
Below is a brief introduction ‘The General Standard of Labelling of Food and General Standard of
Labelling of Pre-packaging Alcoholic Beverages’ in China. The CBBC research team also visited some
supermarkets where imported beer is sold, in order to see first-hand how labels are presented and
placed on the packaging. Examples of labels are included for reference. Labels must contain the
following information:
•
•

•
•
•

•

Name of the beer in Chinese
Ingredients list including which can be titled as raw materials or raw and auxiliary materials
(in Chinese). The list of ingredients must appear as percentages in descending order of
content. Processing aids should be excluded from the ingredient list.
Alcoholic strength; including alcoholic percentage
Original malt extract content; with unit symbol of Plato (°P)
Name and address of manufacturer and distributor;
Date labelling; including both the date of packaging as well as durability information; the
date should be ordered as year, month and date (2013/03/05, hence illustrating the beer
was packaged on 5th March 2013). Common ways of showing the durability of products are
as follows:
1.
2.

2013年7月15日前饮用最佳
保质期至2013年7月15日；

3. 保质期 6 个月
See Appendix 5 for a full account of Chinese Beer Labelling regulations.
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Example label:
英 国 丹 尼 尔 ·特怀特温莱特金麦啤酒 (Wainwright)
净含量： 500 ml
原料与辅料：水，大麦麦芽，小麦，
（More detailed ingredient list is needed, which contains water, malted barley, wheat,
hops extract, yeast or anything else ）
酒精度： 4.1%
原麦汁浓度：（Original Malt Extract oP）
生产日期： （date of manufacture）
保质期： （shelf life）
储藏方式：存放于阴凉干燥处
原产地： 英国
制造商： 英国丹尼尔·特怀特啤酒厂
进口商： （name of the importer）
地址： （address of the importer）
电话： （telephone of the importer）
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Step 2: Product Development
Which beers are likely to sell in China?
A beer tasting at Nottingham University UK of Lincoln Green Brewery beers showed that Chinese
students were quite happy to enjoy craft beers with high hoppy flavours and bitterness and floral
aromas (Marian and Hood). They also enjoyed the dark beer or Porter called Tuck.
The perceived wisdom is that people in mainland China prefer low alcohol light beers like Tsingtao
(3.3%) and Budweiser and that American craft beers have too much alcohol at 6%ABV and have not
been well received.
Samples of a representative range of East Midland’s craft beers were sent to a range of importers in
Shanghai and Chengdu and to Nottingham University in Ningbo. Beer tastings were held with a
mixture of bar and restaurant owners, importers and distributors.

Summary of Beer tasting Feedback
Beer tasting events were held at Ningbo, Chengdu and Shanghai respectively during June 2013.
The results of Ningbo tasting event on 13 June, 2013 concluded as below.
Thirteen different beers were tasted during the event.
British beers are thought to be very special and innovative compared to the current Chinese market.
Some drinkers were concerned about high alcohol content as Chinese people don’t like to get drunk
in front of their families. The general feeling was that the ales were too bitter in after taste and that
they prefer the easier drinking, more balanced beers as well as the milder dark beers.
Meantime bottles were thought to be quite attractive and were popular. Females generally found
the alcohol levels too high, but loved the fruit and chocolate beer.
Preferred beers were:
 Peak Ales Gardener’s tap
 Windsor & Eton Windsor knot
 Thornbridge Wild Raven
 Thwaites Tavern porter
 Thwaites Wainwright
 Thwaites Nutty black

Product concepts
Shelf -life requirements
Although bottle conditioning has some healthy and other attractive features which could be
marketed longer term. It is thought that clear filtered, bright or flash pasteurised bottled beer will
have more success with drinkers in China because of the habit of drinking from the bottle. It would
be disastrous if the Chinese drinker took a dislike to beer sediment and British beer was discredited
in the early days of introduction into the Chinese market. However a few Belgian beers currently
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enjoyed in China are bottle conditioned. Bottles with a shelf life of at least 9 months will be essential
for export.

Single or Mixed Case approach?
Most of the larger craft brewers would prefer to promote their own brand in China but would be
prepared to offer mixed pallets or cases of their beers. However because of the issue of capacity it
makes a lot of sense for the smaller producers to collaborate and form or use a consortium that
could collate pallets and fill containers to meet market prices.
Because of the Chinese culture of giving presents on both a business and social basis, presentation
packs of three bottles or two bottles and a glass would be ideal, whether on a regional or brewery
basis. Whatever the option, Chinese labelling will be required on the back of each bottle.

Beer Packaging
Unlike the existing beers in the China market, British craft beers have a special bottle shape and type
and design of labelling. For example, Meantime Brewery in London has an attractive bottle shape
with graceful bottle neck which is easy to hold, liked especially in bars and by women. In addition,
the labelling shows the symbols of London, like Big Ben, London tower, etc. It can give a strong
impression and an interesting and memorable story to customers.
The contents of the label in craft beers are various. It is good to show the history, story, location,
and other attractive information instead of just brand name or logo. Most craft beers are packed in
500ml due to UK market demand. The bars, hotels and other premium places in China prefer 300ml
bottles.
Gift packs are offered by Chinese government departments for marketing reasons. There is a market
for British craft Beer packs here.
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Step 3 – Branding and Marketing
A new approach to the marketing of these craft beers is recommended in that we need to change
the image from the stereotype of beer-bellied pint drinkers in the pub towards the younger,
discerning well off premium beer drinker in clubs and bars. A move away from the pint glass to the
more Pilsner type stem glasses could help to achieve this.

Matching Beer with Food
More consideration is also being given to the right beer for different foods in the UK and this could
be a good approach to appeal to the female market in China, through internet blogs and food
magazine articles.
Craft beer can reduce the heat of spicy food, cut through fatty flavours and richness and balance out
sweetness. They can also complement foods with the following flavours:





Biscuit flavours from crystal malt
Smoky flavours from amber malt
Chocolate flavours from chocolate malt
Caramel flavours from caramel malt

Carbonation can cleanse the palette and high alcohol levels can enhance spiciness. Examples of this
are light IPA’s with spicy or Indian food. Cobra is less bitter, less carbonated and has less alcohol and
quenches the thirst, whereas Jaipur from Thornbridge or Harvest Pale from Castle Rock have high
alcohol and hoppy aromas which complements and fuels spiciness. Brewsters have been acclaimed
by a London Indian restaurant for their golden ale. These beers could be could be interesting to go
with hot and spicy Sichuan food.
Chocolate flavoured stouts (Spires Prince Igor porter) for gravy and steak and kidney pie. Nutbrook
has produced a beer for George’s fish and chips and it has been argued that Beer goes with Cheese
more than wine, but the Chinese are not yet into dairy products.

East Midlands Heritage
There is some scope to promote beers from the region in presentation gift packs which already
seems to be well received in China. We could promote regional beers in terms of the East Midlands,
the counties, places or brewing history. Themes such as Robin Hood have already been used by
Lincoln Brewery and the Peak District theme by Peak Ales/Chatsworth. British Craft Beer seems to
work well as a brand classification. The Chinese respect the quality of British products and there is a
move towards buying up market luxury western items. ‘Great’ Britain would not be appropriate to
link with Britain for the Chinese in view of their fierce nationalism. Nevertheless the towns and cities
of the East Midlands do have a strong tradition of brewing for hundreds of years which should be
brought out in any promotional campaign. Primarily however, Craft beers should be positioned in
China as a premium, modern, stylish and innovative product if good margins are to be achieved.

East Midlands Craft Beer Website
A website www.britishcraftbrewers.com has been built that will highlight craft brewers in the region
and the beers they produce. 40 breweries have been included. This is capable of becoming an
ecommerce site for the UK market.
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Marketing
With half a billion internet users, China offers a growing opportunity for selling goods and services
online. Online shoppers in China are more likely to seek the opinions of others, so blogs forums and
ratings are important. Hosting websites outside of China is problematic as a typical website hosted in
Europe takes 20 to 40 seconds to load in China. Even if you host in Hong Kong, you still have to go
through the Great Firewall with 10-15 seconds download time. There are also many existing online
‘Malls’ including Taobao and Tmal.
However much of the marketing will be done by local distributors on a face to face basis using
existing contacts and business relationships.
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Step 4 – Logistics
Facilities for bottled beer collection, consolidation and packaging need to be established in the UK.
Import and distribution channels that are licensed and have an appropriate and reputable
background have been identified in Chengdu and Shanghai. China. See Appendix 4. Some of these
and others have been evaluated first hand by MetafocusGlobal by visiting China in April and June.
Some relevant end user organisations have also been personally researched in two cities,
Shanghai/Ningbo and Chongqing/ Chengdu. These have included bars, restaurants and retail chains.
All are only initial findings and should not be relied on.
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Step 5 - Business Case Development
Who will be the initial contributing brewers?
11 different brewers in the East Midlands were visited and up to 70 beers considered. A small team
of tasters including Jerry Avis of Nottingham University, Alan Clements, MD of MetafocusGlobal and
Richard Worrall of Food and Drink iNet chose 6 beers that they would like to take out on the initial
market research trip to China on the basis of taste, potential supply volume, shelf life and ABV’s.
The selected beers were:
Thornbridge



Jaipur, 5.9% ABV. Hoppy IPA excellent body and mouth feel.
Wild Swan, 3.5% ABV. Hoppy and flowery beer 3.5%.

Castle Rock


Harvest Pale, 4.3% ABV. Pasteurised beer brewed by Marston’s - cuts through spicy food.

Peak Ales




Chatsworth Gold, 4.6% ABV. Golden honeyed ale, slightly sweet. Classic production that has
stood the test of time. Finest raw materials. Traditional British hops to produce the finest
ales.
Gardeners Tap, 5% ABV. Hint of liquorice.

Spire Brewery


Cole Porter.4.5% ABV. Good bottle conditioned stout.

What commercial arrangements will breweries allow?
Generally speaking each micro brewery wanted to retain their brands and be promoted as such.
However there is no reason or apparent objection why individually branded bottles shouldn’t be
part of a mixed “Derbyshire” or “British Craft Breweries” case or presentation pack if collated by a
central agency.

Who is going to pack, consolidate and dispatch the products, and at what cost?
Normally individual brewers would be able and willing to prepare a mixed pallet of their own beers
each type of beer in minimum quantities of one case (8 or 12 bottles to a case) but it would be more
practical if minimum orders were 1 pallet per brewery.

Packaging facts
Typically, 500ml bottles are packed 12 to a cardboard case (24x31x23cm’s). Each bottle weighs 800g
or 10 kilos per dozen bottles. Each pallet contains 70 cases. 220 cases equates to 1 barrel. One barrel
produces 1000 litres or 2000 500ml bottles. In the case where eight bottles are poly wrapped into
trays, 140 cases fills a palet with 28 cases on each of 5 layers.
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Will stock be required in China?
If pipe lines are established with regular orders with importers in China, stock holding in China will
make sense in view of the shipping lead times and the limited production cycles of some micro
breweries.

What would the exact arrangements for import and distribution be in the target locations?
Normally individual importers would arrange the collection of pallets from individual breweries in
the UK and ship to China. They would make their own arrangements to distribute through
designated regional distributors.

What are all the costs involved?
Freight cost exceeds £2000 per 10 pallet container delivered Shanghai. Ex brewery prices are
generally less than £1.20 per 500ml bottle. There is no import duty into China, consumption tax is
minimal and VAT 17%. Importers would expect at least a 35% mark-up.

What will be the likely retail prices?
Retail prices of these premium craft beers would be similar to UK supermarket prices at between
£1.85 and £3.00 per bottle. Targeting upmarket venues in major cities, such as Hotels, Bars, Spa’s
and Golf Courses would double this price but the mark up is usually taken by the Chinese distributor.

Can profit be made?
Yes, but prices are keen in China because German and Belgian beers are well established and bulk
deliveries would be required to enable profit to be made. The Chinese are not prepared to pay high
prices because a beer is “special”. Beers have to be marketed as premium to get good prices and
price points controlled. Even bottle shape can give a beer a premium price.

What are the cash flow implications?
This can only be established through direct negotiation with importers. Typically, Chinese importers
that have existing relationships with European Breweries pay on delivery or 15 days after delivery.
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Conclusion and Recommendations
China was selected as the initial market for this project due to the fact that it is the largest consumer
market in the world and the average levels of consumer spending is increasing. Although China is the
world's largest consumer of beer in terms of volume, its per capita consumption is still the lowest
when compared to the US and European levels. The premium beer market in China is relatively new
but the Germans and Belgians are already well entrenched. British beer is little known with only a
few players starting to introduce their traditional ales. Almost no British craft beers are sold in China
and there is a clear opportunity in this market for milder tasting IPA’s, mild and dark stouts and
porters and fruit flavoured beers. However this window of opportunity is unlikely to last long and it
will take time, finance, marketing and perseverance. Personal relationships and frequent visits to
China would be vital to establish a brand.
Based on beer tasting events and research in each city visited existing UK beer ranges and bottle size
will have to be selective to meet current taste and bottle size preferences.
At all times a high price strategy should be maintained and British craft beer sold on premium,
uniqueness, quality and taste. The Chinese acceptance of new more hoppy beers will evolve over
time influenced by more western style beers being introduced, and eventually beers like Jaipur will
be accepted in the main cities. More balanced beers would go down best initially. There is no doubt
that British craft beers stand out from other more traditional British beers now present in the
Chinese market and are very different and more innovative compared with their more established
German and Belgian competitors.
In the longer term, warehouse and distribution centres will have to be established. It would be a
business opportunity to open a British beer stockist/shop in a large city and sell to distributors and
consumers directly. This is already beginning in Shanghai and Beijing. A number of middle sized
potential premium beer customers (traditional importers of food and drink) are already emerging.
This developing marketing structure would be an essential ongoing distribution feature for Craft
Brewers in the UK to have manageable volumes and good prices that are not dependant on the
supermarkets. As business builds there will need to be marketing support activities to organise
either individual Brewers or a joint Craft Brewers approach, including attendance at exhibitions with
the appropriate PR and Chinese online activity.
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Appendix 1 - Regional Brewery Capacities

Brewery Name
Holland Brewery
Long Lane Brewery
Bacchus Brewing Company
Leila Cottage Brewery
Malt B Brewery
Barlow Brewery
Blue Cow Inn and Brewery
Reality Brewing
Wirksworth Brewery
Cherwell Valley Brewery Ltd
Dow Bridge Brewery
Hopshackle Brewery Ltd
J Thompsons Brewing Co
Julien Church Brewing Co
Mallard Brewery
Maypole Brewery
Tap House Brewery
Blue Bell Brewery Ltd
Copthorne Brewery
Tollgate Brewery
Buxton Real Ale Ltd
Dancing Duck Brewery
Poachers Brewery
Alcazar Brewing Company
Fulstow Brewery
Grafters Brewery
Mr Grundys Brewery
Riverside Brewery
Silverstone Brewing co Ltd
Ashover Brewery
Bottle Brook Brewery
Callow Tap
Coppice Side Brewery
Falstaff Brewery
Hoskin Brothers
Langton Brewery
Magpie Brewery
Muirhouse Brewery
Nutbrook Brewery Ltd
Proiors Well Brewery
Taddington Brewery
Flipside Brewery
Raw Brewing Company
Springhead Fine Ales Ltd
Barrowden Brewing Co
Hoggleys Brewery
Caythorpe Brewery Ltd
Amber Ales Ltd
Belvoir Brewery & Sample
Wild
CelllarWalker Brewing Co Ltd

Weekly Production (Brls)
1
1.5
2
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
7
7.5
7.5
8
8
8
8
8
8
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
12
12
14
15
15
15
22

8 Sail Brewery
Full Marsh Brewery
Howard Town Brewery
Digfield Ales
Grafton Brewing Co
Swanton Brewery
The Brunswick Brewery Ltd
Great Oakley Brewery
Brampton Brewery Ltd
Brewster's Brewing Co Ltd
Frog Island Brewery
Parish Brewery
Shardlow Brewing Co Ltd
Oldershaw Brewery
Derventio Brewery Ltd
Blue Monkey Brewing Ltd
Spire Brewery
Peak Ales
Derby Brewing Company Ltd
Leatherbritches Brewery
Newby Wyke Brewery
Milestone Brewing Co
Nobbys Brewery
Nottingham Brewery Ltd
daivs'es Brewing Co Ltd
Castle Rock Brewery
Steamin' Billy Brewing
Thornbridge Brewery
Edale Brewery
Melbourne Brothers
Whim Ales

16
16
16
17.5
20
20
20
21
25
25
25
25
25
27
30
30
30
35
40
40
40
45
45
50
57.5
90
155
180
no data
no data
no data
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Appendix 2 - Websites of interest
Cyclopsbeer.co.uk: http://cyclopsbeer.co.uk/
Australian Beer Cup: http://www.beercup.com/
European Beer Star: http://www.european-beer-star.com/
Beer Academy: http://www.beeracademy.co.uk/
World Beer Cup USA: http://www.worldbeercup.org/
Beer Styles: http://www.beerstyles.com/
Chinese Brewers Association: http://www.brewersassociation.org/
Lists of UK based Real Ale Breweries available on the Internet: http://www.quaffale.org.uk/

Appendix 3 – Beer Associations
Derbyshire brewers collective: http://www.derbyshirebrewers.co.uk/
British Federation of Brewing Industries (BFBI): http://www.bfbi.org.uk/
Institute of Brewing and Distilling – Focused on science and technology: http://www.ibd.org.uk/
Society of Independent Brewers (SIBA): http://siba.co.uk/
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Appendix 4 – Examples of Importers identified in China
Shanghai Ted Foodstuffs Development Ltd
上海泰得实业有限公司
http://www.eurocity.com.cn/

Founded in 1992, it is a distributor dedicated in imported food, and has now established a large
marketing network with offices and branches spreading Beijing, Guangzhou, Hefei Nanjing and
Jiaxing, etc. Since 2002 when it developed the “MAXMILE European Food City”, it has established
over thirty exclusive shops all round China with various world famous food brands. Concerning the
wine sector, it has imported and distributed various beers from German and Netherlands. And the
brands include Netherlands Heileke and German Caesar, etc.

Pinlive (Shanghai) Foods Co., Ltd
品利食品
http://www.pinlive.com/

Beijing Pinlive (established in 1995) and Shanghai Kuichun (established in 1997) merged together in
2007, forming the new company Pinlive (Shanghai) Foods Co Ltd. And it is the distributor for more
than thirty world famous food brands, covering oil, dairy products, beverage / breakfast cereals,
biscuits and pastries, snacks, chocolate/candy, beer, canned food/condiments. Concerning the beer
sector, it has distributed brands of Valentins Weiss beer, Apostelbrau and Königsbacher.

Shanghai Foodstuffs IMP. & EXP. CORP.
上海市食品进出口有限公司
http://www.shfiec.com/news_detail.asp?articleid=2

Founded in 1954, it is among the first batch of companies which dealt with import & export in China.
Its imported commodity covers a wide area including poultry, wine and olive oil etc. from America,
Brazil, Japan, England and Korea, etc.

Bright View Trading Ltd
上海易觉商贸有限公司
http://brightviewsh.cn/

An importer for international high quality food, moreover, also a distributor who would provide a
marketing strategy for its dealt brands. It has a well established logistic network in China which could
provide convenient transporting services for retailers and food service. Now, it has gained the
exclusive dealership for multiple international leading brands and with its good marketing strategy,
these brands have entered various top grade wine shops, supermarkets and hotels.

Chengdu High-tech Comprehensive Bonded Zone Coimp Imported Food Company
成都高新综合保税区逸慕客进口食品有限公司
http://www.coimp.cn/

An importer with branches spreading across Chongqing, Luzhou and Mianyang, etc. It now has 20
franchisees and 9 direct sale stores over Chengdu. It adopts an operation strategy of “direct sale and
spot trading” which gained it a lot of fame. Concerning its wine sector, it has an established
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cooperation with businesses from France, Spain, Italy, Canada and German, etc. It has distributed
beer for multiple brands such as Benediktiner, WGR Pils, Thüringer and Eichbaum, etc.

Chengdu Dezun Handelsgesellchaft Ltd
成都易觉商贸有限公司
http://cdwittinger.net/

All its brands are imported with original packaging. It has gained the China exclusive dealership for
German Wittinger and multiple chateaus in Bordeaux. With its major products being German beer
and French wine, it also deals with imported products from Brazil and other countries.

Chengdu Huasen Beer Marketing Co Ltd
成都市华森啤酒销售有限责任公司
http://www.cdbeer.com.cn/

Distributor of imported beer and has now acted on behalf of multiple beer brands from all over the
world, including German, England, Brazil, Russia, America and Australia, etc. The beer covers a
variety of tastes with such brands as Weihenste, 1813, Delirium Trem, Orval and Vintage Ale, etc.

Chengdu Hengchang Wine Industry Co Ltd
成都恒昌酒业有限公司
http://www.028yjh.com/

Since its establishment, it has gathered thousands of famous wine brands from all over the world. It
has a mature network throughout China with its good distribution system. The wine covers all the
categories including red wine, beer and alcohol. The beer is agent for German brewers, such as
Hoegarrden, Brauerel Simon, and also some brands from America, Brazil and Czech.

Green King in China
The distributors of Green King Beers in China include Beijing Crown PFB International Trading
Company and Shanghai King Foods Condiment Company. Beers promoted include, Abbott Ale, Old
Speckled Hen, Green King IPA and Ruddles.
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Appendix 5 – Overview of Import of Procedures and Regulations

Figure 1: Beer Import Regulations:
The information provided below is a brief overview for reference of current regulations in China
regarding legislation for beer in China. We have attempted to clarified the rules and regulations for
imported beer in the Chinese market by consulting China’s Customs General Administration, the
“Customs Import and Export Tariff of People’s Republic of China” (Customs Law) and through
conducting interviews with local importers.
China has developed Customs Laws with a view to reinforcing the administration of imported beer in
the Chinese market, maintaining the operating order of beer in China, and protecting the legitimate
rights and interests of the producers, operators and customers.
When in practice their maybe some changes to how regulations are operated.

Figure 1.1 Customs Formalities:
When importing beer into China, there are in total of eight steps. These are summarised as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Registration of the Exporter with the Certification and Accreditation Administration of the
People’s Republic of China (CNCA)
Recording of labels with the local Entry-Exit Inspection and Quarantine Bureau
Receipts Examination before beer arrival at port of entry
Customs Declaration
Examination of Product and its Release
Customs Clearance
Legal Commodity Inspection
Expense settlements for the importation process

For all the procedures mentioned above with the exception of registering with the Certification and
Accreditation Administration of the People’s Republic of China, Chinese companies which have the
right to import and export can deal with the other procedures. The exporter could alternatively
entrust a professional customs broker company to help with the remaining steps. Only qualified
customs declarers can carry out these procedures.

Figure 1.2: Documents and Files Required for Beer Importation:
From 1st October 2012, food and beverage exporters to China are required to register through the
General Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine (AQSIQ). Registration can
also be done through import companies. Both options can be accessed through http://ire.eciq.cn.
This website includes guidance in Chinese only – CBBC has produced a bi-lingual guide for exporters
which is available from claire.urry@cbbc.org or holly.chen@cbbc.org.cn.
With regard to customs laws, the following documents and files are required for each process.
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Figure 1.2.1: Registration of the Exporter with the Certification and Accreditation
Administration of the People’s Republic of China:
The exporter will also need to apply for registration with the CNCA. The complete this process the
exporter should first apply for approval from their Local Authority (LA) in the UK. The LA will then
recommend the exporter to the CNCA. For this process, the documents required are as follows:
•

•
•
•
•

A letter from the LA stating the applying company abides by the regulations and rules
covering epidemic situations, plant protection and registration management of food
manufacturing. Letter also needs to state that the applying company is in compliance with
the LA regulations
A list approved by an LA with the companies name on it which wished to register
Assessment answer sheet on quarantine and health control from the LA
Statement expressing the company is in compliance with China’s laws and regulations
Application letter for registration.

These processes and documents should be clarified with the LA.

Figure 1.2.2: Recording of a label with the local Entry-Exit Inspection and Quarantine
Bureau:
The following are required when recording a label:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Completed application form from the local Entry-Exit Inspection
and Quarantine Bureau
Copy of the exporters UK Business License with signature or stamp
Chinese label (which is examined in more detail in section 3.5 Beer
Labelling Regulations)
English label sample together with a Chinese translated version
Certificate of Origin
Beer Production Technology Process with signature or stamp
Production License; both original and translated version
Beer Quality Inspection Reports; (given by AQSIQ after inspecting sample beers)

Figure 1.2.3: Receipts Examination before Beer Arrives at the Port of Entry:
The table below shows the required UK-generated export documents which are required for each
shipment by Customs and Excise in the Chinese port of entry. Original documents must be signed,
stamped and couriered to China (though the Bill of Lading may be sent electronically) to arrive one
week before the expected shipment.
It is worth verifying with Chinese partners or importers the exact requirements for the specific
Chinese port of entry that will be used for shipments. On occasions, some companies have also been
asked to include a ‘Sales Certificate’ or similar. In such cases companies have supplied a Certificate of
Free Sale issued by the Rural Payments Agency (RPA). Companies should be aware that regulations
in China can change and the interpretation thereof by individual officials may not be consistent
across all entry ports
One should also note that if the package is made from wood it must be marked with International
Plant Protection Convention (‘IPPC’) as China is a signatory of this international agreement.
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Figure 1.2.4: Customs declaration:
When the beer arrives at the port of entry the following is required:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Container loading list
Import invoice
Import contract
Port clearance
Payment voucher
Bill of Lading (B/L)
Delivery order
Export license

Figure 1.2.5: Examination and Release:
The document required for this procedure is the tax payment receipts.

Figure 1.2.6: Customs Clearance:
The appointed consignee will sign for the beer.

Figure 1.2.7: Legal commodity inspection:
When the consignment arrives at the port of entry, a Customs Information Paper (CIP) declaration
together with customs declaration need to be produced with the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Import invoice
Country of the Origin Certificate
Sanitary Certificate
Bill of Lading (B/L)
Container Loading List
Import contract
Label recording form, original and translated label, and a copy of any distributors Business
License
Commodity Inspection Certificate for Export
English label sample together with Chinese translated version
Beer Production Technology Process with signature or stamp

Figure 1.2.8: Expense Settlements for the Full Process:
All expenses are to be paid in full at this stage. Customs charges, tariffs and transportation fees
should be paid for. Documentation required includes:
•
•
•

Payment voucher for bill of entry
Tax list
Invoice for the expense list
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Figure 1.2.9: Tariff for Imported Beer:
The China’s Customs Bureau was consulted in order to clarify tariff rates for Beer. Beer made from
malt (HS code: 22030000) has a Tariff rate at 0%, VAT at 17% and a consumption tax at 0%.

Figure 2: Chinese National Standards for Beer:
The National Standard of People’s Republic of China, GB4927-2001, generally covers Beer standards.
An outline of the standards for Light Beer, Dark Beer and Black Beer are included below.

Figure 3: Beer Labelling Regulations:
Below is a brief introduction ‘The General Standard of Labelling of Food and General Standard of
Labelling of Pre-packaging Alcoholic Beverages’ in China. Labels must-contained the following:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Name of the Beer in Chinese
Ingredients list including which can be titled as Raw materials or Raw and auxiliary materials
(in Chinese). The list of ingredients must appear as percentages in descending order of
content. Processing aids should be excluded from the ingredient list.
Alcoholic Strength; including Alcoholic percentage
Original Malt Extract Content; with unit symbol of Plato (°P)
Name and address of manufacturer and distributor;
Date labelling; must include both the date of packaging as well as durability information; the
date should be ordered as year, month and date (2013/03/05, hence illustrating the beer
was packaged on 5th March 2013). Common ways of showing the durability of products are
as follows:
1. 2013年7月15日前饮用最佳
2. 保质期至2013年7月15日；
3. 保质期 6 个月

Example:
英 国 丹 尼 尔 ·特怀特温莱特金麦啤酒 (Wainwright)
净含量： 500 ml
原料与辅料：水，大麦麦芽，小麦，
（More detailed ingredient list is needed, which contains water, malted barley, wheat, hops extract,
yeast or anything else ）
酒精度： 4.1%
原麦汁浓度：（Original Malt Extract oP）
生产日期： （date of manufacture）
保质期： （shelf life）
储藏方式：存放于阴凉干燥处
原产地： 英国
制造商： 英国丹尼尔·特怀特啤酒厂
进口商： （name of the importer）
地址： （address of the importer）
电话： （telephone of the importer）
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Storage conditions should also be marked noted. Other additional marking including “see date of
packaging and durability information on ***”, and marking the appointed storage place could also
be included.
Net Quantity and legal units of measurement should also be illustrated. Usually, for beer this should
be measured by volume with units marked as ml or L .
Net quantity should be presented in the same panel as the beer name. If more than one beer is
contained in the same pre-package, the quantity of the beer should be marked together with its net
contents. The minimum character height (writing size) of net contents should abide by the following
standards:
Range of Net Quantity

Minimum Height of Character/mm

5ml<Q=50ml
50ml<Q=200ml
200ml<Q=1L
Q>1L

2
3
4
6

Figure 3.1: Recommended Information to include on Packaging:
Some companies also like to include additional information including:
•
•
•

Lot Number
Drinking Methods
Persuasion Words e.g.: Too much drinking is harmful to health;

This additional information is not required under Chinese law however; some companies do prefer
to add them.

Figure 3.2: Packaging issues for Beer:
According to Chinese regulations GB4544, GB4927-2001, GB9106, GB/T 17714, GB/T 6543, GB/T
5738, regulations guiding packaging and materials used for Beer packaging must meet the following
requirements:
•
•
•
•
•

Bottled Beer: Glass bottles should meet the standard of GB4544.
For bottled beer, the outer packing is required to be in a corrugated case, plastic turnover
box or packaging made of flexible plastic.
Canned Beer: the container should have a good standard
Keg Beer: the barrel should meet the requirement of GB/T17714
Beer should also be packaged tightly

When transporting and storing beer the following should also be guaranteed:
•
•

A storage environment temperature of between 5. 25 should be maintained during
transportation.
Storerooms used for storing the beer should be kept cool, dry and be well ventilated.

Regulations covering these are only available in Chinese.
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